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The E-series lithium battery rivet tool which Shanghai 
Tone Machine Co., Ltd. (“TONE”) has recently released 
features a powerful motor, a long-lasting battery with stable 
recharging and discharging, longer product lifecycle and 
the charging time of no more than 45 min. It shows stable 
performance & a faster riveting capability and is available 
with the optional 20V/4.0AH battery, greatly increasing 
the power of this tool. Weighing only 1.5KG (excluding the 
battery) and being assembled with a replaceable riveting 
nozzle, this tool is compatible to various sizes of rivets 
made of any material. Its special non-slip “claws” allow 
end-users to operate it and finish the work of fixation in a 
safer, more highly-efficient and easier way. 

TONE’s E8000 Series Battery Rivet Nut Tool can 
be used to fasten rivet nuts (M4-M10) and replacing its 
riveting nozzle with a new one is also quite convenient. 
Compatible to various materials of rivet nuts, the tool can 
be operated with only one hand, greatly increasing the 
convenience of use. The battery used in the E8000 Series 
can be also used in the E5000 and E6000 Series, which 
can thus satisfy various riveting demands of different 
customers.

 Thus far, the E5000/E6000/E8000 battery rivet 
tools have been widely recognized in European and 
N. American markets, and the export volume of these 
products is also steadily on the rise. 

The All-new
Lithium Battery Rivet Tool
by Shanghai Tone Machine 

“SWEET” pneumatic power rivet tools and rivet 
nut tools are a well-known brand from China and are 
especially used for industrial riveting, which have been 
also exported to many countries in Europe, N. America, 
S. America and Southeast Asia and which are used in 
automotive and sheet metal industries. Compared to 
similar products made by other competitors, its latest 
lithium battery rivet tool features the performance of 
stronger riveting power and quicker riveting speed. 

TONE, established in 2003, has been dedicated to 
manufacturing pneumatic rivet tools for nearly 16 years. 
It is a company integrating production, sales, technology 
and maintenance & repair service together, and is also 
dedicated to offering end-users advanced riveting and 
assembly solutions and service. Its current products 
include automatic pneumatic rivet nut tools, pneumatic 
rivet tools, battery rivet tools, automatic riveting 
equipment, as well as various blind rivets and rivet nuts.  

With years of effort, TONE has had all of its 
automatic rivet nut tools and rivet tools patented in 
China and certified to CE. Most importantly, TONE 
has abundant technology and owns a group of technical 
staff, R&D/sales teams, and maintenance & repair 
engineers, particularly good at working with customers 
to solve technical issues in applications and providing 
customers with customized service. 
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